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Abstract 
Ad-hoc networks are wireless networks, where the nodes transmit data through other nodes. Many Wireless networks exploit 
channel condition for routing. Such protocols are known as channel aware protocols. In channel aware protocols, each node 
reports its channel condition to other nodes and other nodes give its channel condition. However these protocols are vulnerable to 
false channel condition reporting attack. In this paper, an efficient Coordinate ASH (CASH) algorithm on Modified elgamal 
signature is proposed to avoid false channel condition reporting attack. Message authentication is ensured by adding signature 
and this signature is added to routing messages. Analysis demonstrates that proposed scheme is better than current schemes with 
respect to Computational time. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICETEST ± 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
Channel aware protocols are used in many networks such as cooperative relay networks, ad-hoc networks, 
opportunistic scheduler, etc. In channel aware routing protocol, each node sends channel condition to other nodes 
and best route is selected based on channel conditions. But there is no trust ensured in channel condition reported by 
nodes. Malicious node can report channel condition. As a result communication information can be lost or can be 
delayed. Such an attack is called false channel condition reporting attack. To avoid this Digital signatures are used.  
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Digital signature attaches the identity of the signer to the document and records a binding commitment to the 
document. Strength of digital signature depends on strength of keys used to create it. So signature is unforgeable. A 
digital signature algorithm used to authenticate data and signatory. Digital signatures has mainly used for either of  
three goals: Authentication, integrity and non repudiation. Digital signature used in this paper is modified elgamal 
signature which follows elliptic curve cryptography. Since elliptic curve cryptography has less computational and 
memory requirements. However Cryptographic Hashing is one of the important tasks in Digital signature. [8] 
         Cryptographic Hashing is a technique where hash function is used to create a fixed size digest with the 
given message. It is used in many applications such as digital signature, message authentication, pseudo random 
generation, file identifier, password tables, etc. The following is the basic properties of hashing: 
x Preimage resistance: for any given code c, it is computationally infeasible to find x such that Hash(x) = c. 
x Second preimage resistance: for any given input c, it is infeasible to find y Įc with Hash(y) =Hash(c). 
x Collision resistance: it is computationally infeasible to find any pair (c, y) such that Hash(y) = Hash(c).[9] 
Hashing used in this paper is CASH which is improved version of ASH. CASH is secure and gives better 
performance. Hence Coordinate ASH on modified elgamal signature can be used as a prevention technique for false 
channel condition reporting attack. 
The rest of paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, related works for prevention of false channel condition 
reporting attack is reviewed and also related works of Digital signature and Cryptographic hashing is reviewed. In 
section 3, The proposed system has been described which includes  CASH and different operation involved in it, 
CASH on modified elgamal and prevention of false channel condition reporting attack using CASH on modified 
elgamal signature. In section 4, Theoretical analysis of CASH is described. In section 5, security analysis of 
proposed technique is described. Then we conclude in section 6. 
2. Related works 
All False channel condition reporting attack is prevalent many networks such as cooperative relay networks, ad-hoc 
networks, opportunistic scheduler, etc. False channel condition reporting attack can be overclaiming attack or 
underclaiming attack. A malicious node can overclaim a channel condition by reporting its channel condition is 
good. As a result, malicious node can obtain packets. Malicious node can underclaim a channel condition by 
reporting its channel condition as worse by a route is blocked. One solution for this is using base station which uses 
challenge and response technique and it notifies channel conditions of different nodes. However this technique is not 
effective in multihop networks. Also in ad-hoc networks, this technique cannot be used. Since ad-hoc network 
supports communication between nodes without need for centralized infrastructure. To avoid this Digital signature 
can be used. [2] 
There are many different digital signatures. Digital signature is chosen based on the applications in which it is used. 
In wireless networks, One such Digital signature is modified elgamal with elliptic curve cryptography. Modified 
elgamal uses public key technique which is more secure than which uses symmetric keys. Modified elgamal also 
uses elliptic curve cryptography which reduces overhead and gives better performance [5]. But it uses SHA-1 
hashing technique. There are other hashing technique which gives better performance. 
There are many different cryptographic hashing techniques. MDX family, Ripemd, whirlpool, SHA-1, Tiger, etc., 
are some of cryptographic hashing techniques. Generally, SHA-1 is used. Because it is secure. One of modern 
hashing techniques is Algorithm for Secure Hashing (ASH). ASH [1,7] is secure than SHA-1. The core strengths of 
ASH are XOR operations and areas calculations,which result in strong avalanche effect, increased diffusionin output 
and also make differential attacks difficult. Thus it is more secure andsimple than most of the existing popular hash 
functions such as SHA, Ripemd, etc. This algorithmis also useful for applications like digital signature, MAC, One 
timepassword. [1] 
In this paper CASH is used as hashing technique. CASH is an improved version of ASH. CASH gives better 
performance. Eventhough Security wise improvement of ASH to CASH is not done. But CASH adds less 
computational overhead compared to ASH. 
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3. Proposed system 
3.1. Coordinate ASH 
Coordinate ASH(CASH) is an improved version of ASH by using coordinate geometry. Coordinate ASH (CASH) is 
a modified version of ASH. Operations such as Padding, Modification, Expansion, XOR operation and Reduction 
operation are same as ASH. [1]Only area operation in CASH is different from ASH. 
The different operations involved in CASH are as follows: 
3DGGLQJ,ILQSXWPHVVDJHLVRIVL]HOHVVWKDQELWZHSDGDELWIROORZHGE\¶VWRJHWELWWKHQZHDSSHQG
64 bit length to get 512 bit input message. 
Modification: A modification operation is used to modify 512 bit input. 512-bit block of input is divided into 64 
sub-blocks comprising 8- bits. An 8 bit variable temp with initial value 0 is used. Each 8 bit of 512 bit block is 
added with temp to get a modified temp value. This modified temp value is added to each 8 bit block of 512 bit 
block to get modified input. 
Expansion: Expansion converts given 160 bit initial vector to 512 bit block. Initial vector used in ASH is five 32 
bit register R0, R1, R2, R3, R4 values. 
R0 = 67 45 23 01, R1 = ef cd ab 89, R2 = 98 ba dc fe, R3 = 10 32 54 76, R4 = c3 d2 e1 f0 
These five registers are same as initial vector used in SHA1. It can be expanded to 512 bit by concatenating R0, 
R1, R2, R3 and R4 in a circular manner. XOR operation: XOR operation is performed on first 16-bit sub blocks of 
modified 512-bit block and expanded 512-bit block. Again XOR operation is performed on second16-bit sub-blocks 
of modified 512-bit block with expanded 512- bit block. This process is continued until l both the blocks are 
exhausted 
Reduction operation: This operation converts 512 bit XORed block to 480 bit block. For this divide 512 bit block 
16 bit blocks. First 16 bit block is taken and adjacent bits are XORed to give 15 bit block. In this way each 16 bit 
block is reduced to 15 bit block. As a result we get 480 bit block. 
Modified Area Operation: Before Area operation, 480 bit block is split into ten 48 bit blocks which is further 
divided into three 16 bit blocks. This 16 bit block is divided into two 8 bit blocks which is used as a coordinate of 
vertex of a triangle. In this way three 16 bit blocks represented as three vertices of triangle. Using coordinates of 
vertices, Area is calculated using following formula: [4] 
A = |(x1(y2-y3) + x2(y3-y1) + x3(y1-y2))/2| 
Where (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3) are vertices of a triangle. In this way 480 bit block reduced to 160 bit block. 
Then this 160 bit block undergoes modification operation with 4 bit Temp variable to get final digest. 
 
 
Fig. 1. CASH. 
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3.2. CASH on Modified elgamal 
Modified elgamal signature has many variants however variant called optimal scheme is used in this scheme. 
Generally Modified Elgamal signature uses a public key cryptography. It has high computational overhead. So 
modified elgamal Signatures use Elliptic curve cryptography. Since Elliptic curve cryptography has less 
computational and memory requirements. Generally, Digital Signatures use SHA-1 as hashing technique. Since 
SHA-1 is efficient and secure. But now CASH is better than ASH, which is further better than SHA-1. Hence 
choosing CASH as hashing technique in modified elgamal with elliptic curve gives better performance.  The 
parameters used in modified elgamal signature on Elliptic curve are a prime P used for field representation of Fp 
,Elliptic curve E:y2=x3+ax+b mod p chosen such that DEPRGS, E(Fp) be set of points (x, y) belong to 
Fp, Base point: B=(xb, yb) on E(Fp) with order N, Public key Pu = (Pux, Puy) and Private Key: Pr such that Public 
key = B*Pr. 
Signature generation: The signature generation algorithm is as follows: 
      1. Select a random integer kANA1- 1.  
      2. Calculate r=xA mod N, where (xA, yA) = kAB. if r=0, go back to step 1.  
      3. Calculate hAL    CASH (m||r), where h is a cryptographic hash function and      L     denotes L leftmost  
bits of hash. 
      4. Calculate s = (r PrhA+ kA) mod N. If s=0, go back to Step2.  
      5. The signature is the pair (r, s). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Signature generation 
Signature verification: signature verification algorithm is as follows: 
      &KHFNVWKDW3X2RWKHUZLse invalid 
      2. Checks that Pu lies on the curve 
      3. Verify that r and s are integers in [1, N-1]. If not, the signature is invalid. 
      4. Calculate hAL    CASH (m||r), where h is a cryptographic hash function. 
      5. Calculate (x1, x2) = sB-rhAPuA mod N. 
      6. The signature is valid if r=x1 mod N, invalid otherwise. 
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Fig. 3.Signature verification 
3.3. Prevention of false channel using proposed work 
In this Paper, DSR [6] with ETX [3] as metric is considered as a routing protocol. Each node sends its ETX to 
select a better route. However, ETX can be falsely reported. Prevention of false channel condition reporting attack is 
done using signatures. In many wireless networks, Signatures especially public key signatures are not used much 
because of overhead provided by them. One of the important operations in signature which adds overhead is 
hashing. Hence Prevention of falsely channel condition reporting attack involves choosing better signature and 
hashing. In this paper, public key signature with elliptic curve cryptography is used to reduce overhead. Since 
elliptic curve requires less memory and gives better performance. Also CASH is chosen as hashing technique. Since, 
it gives better performance than SHA-1. For implementing this signature, DSR adds two extra entries (for signature 
pairs) in its DSR header. [6] Then CASH on modified elgamal generates signature pair based on ETX value which 
ensures message authentication. As a result malicious node cannot falsely claim a channel condition. 
4. Theoritical analysis of CASH 
CASH gives better performance than ASH. 
Proof:Operations such as padding, Modify, expand, xoring and reduce remains same for both ASH and CASH. Hence 
time taken for these operations remains same. So considering only area operation is enough for evaluating CASH and 
ASH. Let us assume 8 bit multiplication takes X seconds 16 bit multiplication takes Y seconds to complete. 
 
In CASH, Area is calculated as follows: 
Area = |(x1(y2-y3)+x2(y3-y1)+ x3(y1-y2))/2|                                                          (1) 
 
In ASH, Area is calculated as follows: 
       6LGH ¥(x2-x1)2+(y2-y1)2                                                                        (2) 
 
       s =(side1+side2+side3)/2            (3) 
 
      $UHD ¥s(s-side1)(s-side2) (s-side3)        (4) 
 
The number of arithmetic operations for area calculation in ASH and CASH are shown in table 1. 
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Table 1. Number of arithmetic operations for Area calculation 
 As shown in table 1, Number of subtraction and addition in (1) is less when compared with (2), (3) and (4). Since 
length of Side is calculated three times for an area operation in ASH. Division by 2 in area calculation of CASH is 
also present in calculating the value of s in ASH. So next is to consider time for multiplication in area calculation of 
CASH and ASH. CASH takes 3X seconds for multiplication in (1) whereas ASH takes 3*2x seconds for three side 
calculation and takes (2X+Y) seconds for area equation. In total, Multiplications in area calculation in CASH takes 
3X seconds whereas ASH takes (8X+Y) seconds. Therefore comparing all the arithmetic operations in area 
calculation of CASH with ASH, CASH takes less time. As a result CASH gives better performance. Therefore 
choosing CASH is a better solution. 
5. Performance evaluation of CASH 
CASH and ASH are implemented in java with eclipse as IDE. Each operations in CASH and ASH are implemented 
as methods in java.  
 
Table 2. Method invocation 
Table 1 shows number of times methods are invoked. Pad, Modify, Area, Expand, Reduce and Xoring methods 
corresponds to operations ASH and CASH. Side method in table is used to calculate length of a side of a triangle. 
Side is suboperation of area so it is invoked by Method Area. Side method is not required in CASH which is indicated 
by 0. In ASH, Side method isinvoked 30 times which is 3 times the value corresponding to area method.This is 
because, Area calculation requires determining length of three sides of triangle. Hence each invocation of area results 
in three times invocation of side method. After implementation performance is evaluated by giving different input 
size and measuring corresponding time. The result of evaluation is shown in figure. From figure we infer that as input 
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Fig. 4.CASH vs. ASH 
6. Evaluation of signature in ad-hoc Network 
CASH on modified elgamal signature is implemented on an ad-hoc networkwhich uses DSR as routing protocol. For 
this implementation ns3 isused. ETX and signature are implemented in the existing DSR model in ns3. For ETX 
implementation, probe packets with a value 1 are sentbefore route request and probe packets with a value: number of 
received probe packet, are sent before route reply packets depending on these value ETX is calculated and attached to 
route reply. Three extra entry is added to DSR header two for Signature pair and one for ETX value. Signature pair 
are generated based on ETX value. Experiment is conducted on 10 nodes in adhoc network among 10 node, 1 node is 
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The figure 5 compares three differentscenarios:Normal DSR routing protocol(DSR), DSR with 
Signature(DSRCOME),DSR with ETX and signature(DETX COME).Throughput of normalDSR is high and also 
throughput variation is uniform. Since DSRis a reactive protocol. In DSR-COME, initially throughput is less then 
throughput increases. This is because initially it takes time for signaturegeneration. Similarly In DETX COME, 
initially throughput is muchless than DSR-COME. This is because, ETX calculation takes extra time Signature is also 




Fig. 6. Evaluation of signature on DSDV 
Throughput is evaluatedand shown in figure 6. The figure 6 compares two different scenarios:Normal DSDV 
routing protocol(DSDV) and DSDV with signature (DSDVCOME). DSDV is a proactive protocol. So Routing 
information is send in a periodic interval. So Eventhough signature takes time, throughput is morenearer to normal 
DSDV protocol. 
7. Security analysis 
Only area calculation is different in CASH from ASH. However, Area calculation gives same result in both cases. As 
a result for a given input, ASH and CASH gives same output. So security analysis of CASH is same as ASH. Hence 
the case of Random attack and birthday paradox in CASH remains same as ASH.The probability of breaking of this 
algorithm isshown below: 
1/ (2^160««(Random attack) 
The approximate probability of two samples s1 and s2 is shown below: 
ȡ -(1/es1s2/ (2^160)«(Birthday paradox) 
When an input is changed slightly the output changes significantly, this is referred to as avalanche effect. CASH 
provides strong avalanche effect.Since ASH has strong avalanche effect. 
CASH on modified elgamal prevents false channel attack. Consider a malicious node falsely claims ETX value. 
The incorrect ETX value is detected by signature verification of CASH on modified elgamal signature. Elliptic curve 
cryptography has a problem of zero point attack which is prevented by step 2 and step 4 of signature generation 
algorithm. So that signature pair (0,0) is not generated. Also (0, 0) will be detected as invalid in signature verification 
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for a malicious node to generate a valid signature. This becausesignature generation involves randomization using 
randomnumber and also CASH on random number further gives a different signature pair due to strong avalanche 
effect of CASH. 
8. Conclusion 
In this paper, a method to prevent false channel condition reporting attack is proposed. CASH is an improved 
version of ASH is proposed. CASH gives better performance than ASH based on theoretical. CASH on modified 
elgamal signature with elliptic curve cryptography is a method by which false channel condition reporting attack is 
being prevented with better performance and considerable throughput in DSDV and DSR. However key generation 
is another important aspect which can be considered in future. 
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